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Mapping & Influencing the Future in Six Steps

MAPPING INFLUENCING

FRAMING SCANNING FUTURING Visioning DESIGNING ADAPTING

Scoping the project 
and current 
assessment

Searching for signals 
of change and 

specific future inputs

Identifying a 
baseline and 

alternative futures

Exploring 
implications of the 

futures 

Crafting options and 
an integrated 

strategic approach

Communicating the 
response, ongoing 
monitoring,  and 
implementation

Domain 
Description 

Domain Map

Research
Scanning Library

Baseline &
Alternative 

Futures
Implications

Options 
Integrated 
Approach

Actions
Monitoring 

Library

Source: A. Hines

We are focusing here



Scanning



An early warning system finding & interpreting early indications of change
in order to identify potential opportunities & threats (aka emerging issues)

What Is Horizon Scanning?



• Univ. of Houston

• Team of scanners

• Searchable database of 
“scanning hits”

• Identify emerging  issues

• Explore implications

Forest Futures Horizon Scanning Project

https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/57939

https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/57939


Three Horizons
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Baseline

Alternatives

Weak signals
1990s

Automated vehicles
3D printing

Prefab housing



Scanning Approach
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Start with a Domain Map
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Terms

“of the future”  “of tomorrow”  “implications” 

“emerging” “long term”  “trend”  “by the year”  

“vision”  “scenario”  “wildcard” “sea change” “the 

next * years” “2020”  “2030” “crossroads” 

“dilemma” “disruption”
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Terms: “Bubble Category” +



Types of Sources by Horizon
H3: IDEA Creation
Talking about a new way of doing 
things

H2: Elite Awareness
Talking about significant shift to the 
existing way of doing things

H1: Mainstream Awareness
Tweaking the existing way of 
doing things 

Specialty Media: niche publications 
with specialized idea focus, e.g., 
FUTUREdition

[Deep] Scientific Journal: very 
technical subject matters and small 
audience, e.g., Advanced Functional 
Materials

Scientific media publications appealing to 
general elites, e.g., Scientific American

Industry/Trade Association/Think Tanks: 
groups, typically supportive of a particular 
domain, ASME (Amer. Society of 
Mechanical Engineers)

Govt/NGO: research by agencies and 
supporting organizations, e.g. World 
Economic Forum

Mainstream media appeals to 
mass audience, CNN

• Monographs
• Specialized periodicals 
• Art 
• Fiction
• Fringe Media
• Underground Blogs
• Speeches
• Technical journals
• Social movements
• Social media fringe (Reddit)

• Trade journals
• Research reports
• Newsletters
• Popular tech journals
• Newsletters
• Intellectual magazines
• Books
• Surveys
• Government reports

• News
• Periodicals
• News, radio, TV, Intern
• Textbooks 
• Company pubs
• Doctoral dissertations
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Example Sources and Typing



The STEEP “Cheat” 

In a typical three-month project there 
is not time to scan all of STEEP, so 
draw on our ongoing STEEP inventory 
(and filling in gaps needed). 

Job Hopping Generations As a result of many Boomers staying in the workforce past typical retirment age, Millennials and Gen X are resorting to 
job hopping to find promotions and higher pay. Some companies are losing promising employees due to lack of 
promotions and higher pay. 

link

Moral capitalism Maximizing shareholder value is going out of fashion; instead, companies increasingly consider all stakeholders -
employees, their communities, and the environment to name a few - when making decisions. And consumers are paying 
attention to which comapnies do this. 

link

Peer-to-peer (P2P) models It is increasingly practical to “disintermediate” the middle layer so that consumers can directly transact with one another; 
one projection is global P2P lending will hit $44B by 2024 up from $18B in 2018 . link

Reputation systems Reputation systems are becoming increasingly important for commerce, with credit rating systems underpinning the 
lending system, and buyer rating services supporting the evolution of e-commerce . link

https://www.andyhinesight.com/foresight-2/the-steep-cheat-build-your-trend-inventory/

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/11/07/jobs-baby-boomers-older-workers-may-block-millennials-careers/4170836002/
https://prospect.org/economy/call-moral-capitalism/
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/02/17/1985769/0/en/Peer-to-Peer-P2P-Lending-Market-Worth-44-Billion-by-2024-Trends-Developments-Company-Profiles-Market-Outlook-Strategic-Recommendations.html
https://www.tarikatechnologies.com/blog/top-6-online-reputation-management-trends-to-look-for-in-2021/
https://www.andyhinesight.com/foresight-2/the-steep-cheat-build-your-trend-inventory/


Specific Sources

STEEP

Social (inc. Demo)

Population Reference Bureau, UN Population Information Network, US  Census;  Boing 
Boing, Arts & Literature Daily, Variety,   brainpickings.org

Technology TechCrunch, Digg, Technorati, Wired, Slashdot, Science and Technology Daily, Fresh Patents, 
Kurzweil AI.net, Singularity Hub

Economic Real World Economics Review, OECD Statistics Portal, Innovation Daily, The Economist, IMF 
World Economic Yearbook, UN Statistics Division, FastCoLabs, Venture Beat

Environmental The Watchers, Treehugger.com, Greenbiz , Resilience, Natl Resource Defense Council, 
WorldWatch, Green Car Reports, Business Green, Security & Sustainability Guide

Political CIA World Fact book, US Government News, Third Wave, Change.org, Project Censored, 
DrudgeReport, Zero Hedge, Jacobin, Stratfor

General (inc. weak 
signals)

FutureSeek, Next Big Future, Reddit, Shaping Tomorrow, Trendwatching.com, FutureEdition, 
Futurity, World Future Society, FutureAgenda, Future Timeline.net, Next Big Future, 
QuantumRun, Flipboard, Tumblr, Instapaper, Snopes, Google Zeitgeist, Futures Centre, WEF 
Strategic Intelligence



Tagging on the Three Horizons
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Note: some double-
counting here
3,405 total hits



Other Scan Hits from Diigo Library



Note on Scanning: Vertical Farms

Today2008

With this new facility, we’ll be able to reach nearly 100 million Americans, within 
a single day of distribution versus the week it can take from the west coast,” 



Criteria for a Good Scanning Hit

+ Credibility
– Is the source reputable? expert, 

popular, or fringe?
– Do they have a hidden agenda 

(selling you something?)
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+ Novelty
– Is the hit new? Or has it been 

widely reported?
– Is it new to the client/audience?

+ Likelihood
– What are the chances that the hit 

will amount to something?
– Will it change the future?

+ Impact
– If it does, how big a change will 

that be? 
– How important is that change to 

the client or the domain?
– Will it change the framework 

document?



Help for the Scanners

All the materials necessary to begin operating as a “scanner” including: 
+ Brief intro to Forest Service (for externals, e.g., UH students)
+ Brief intro to horizon scanning
+ Stakeholders
+ A “how to” guide for Diigo
+ Forestry domain map & “tagging”
+ Pointers and tips
+ Let’s get started! 
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Some Emerging Issues



SOURCE: https://www.nextnature.net/2014/04/glow-in-the-dark-trees/

1. Technology: Genetic Engineering: Bio-luminescent Trees

• Living streetlights: 
Not a new idea

• Ongoing R&D
• Lights: Large part of 

a city’s energy bill, 
CO2

https://www.nextnature.net/2014/04/glow-in-the-dark-trees/


Bosco Verticale Towers (350 feet, 250 feet), built in 2014 in Milan, Italy

2. Architecture: Vertical Forests / Treescrapers



• Climate Change

• Evolution

• Moon Landing

• Vaccinations

3. Social: Growing Distrust of Science, Experts



Source: https://www.woodworkingnetwork.com/community/project-gallery 
/exoskeleton-super-suit-protects-loggers-falling-trees

Metal frameworks 
fitted with 
motorized muscles 
to multiply wearer’s 
strength.

4. Technology: Exoskeletons for 
Human Performance Augmentation



Extreme Heat 2050s

Source: Impact 2050: The Future of Cities Under
Climate Change. UCCRN Tech. Rpt., Feb. 2018

Extreme Heat: Cities with 3 
consecutive months where avg. 
max. temp. exceeds 95F.

Extreme Heat Base (1980 – 2005)

5. Climate: Extreme Weather: Heatwaves



Ecosystem
Services

Economic
Value

Health
Benefits

Mental
Health

6. Health & Wellness: Arborists as Mental Health Providers 

Doctors prescribing nature visits for anxiety & depression



What do You Think?

1. Technology: Genetic Engineering: Bio-luminescent Trees ________
2. Architecture: Vertical Forests / Treescrapers ________
3. Social: Growing Distrust of Science, Experts                        ________
4. Technology: Exoskeletons for 

Human Performance Augmentation                                      ________
5. Climate: Extreme Weather: Heatwaves                                ________
6. Health & Wellness: Arborists as 

Mental Health Providers                                                          ________

Tables: Which one do you think is likely to have the biggest impact on forestry in the 
next 10 years?



Monitoring



+ Identify indicators for the 
appearance of each scenario.

+ Track progress toward the 
indicators via observations

Monitoring: Don’t Guess, Track!

Quantities / events that signal a key 

uncertainty is being resolved in one way or 

another or that one or other scenario is more 

or less likely to occur



Indicator Examples

The New Sputnik 
NY Times

September 27, 2009

OP-ED COLUMNIST
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

Most people would assume that 20 years from now 
when historians look back at 2008-09, they will 
conclude that the most important thing to happen in 
this period was the Great Recession. I’d hold off on 
that. If we can continue stumbling out of this economic 
crisis, I believe future historians may well conclude 
that the most important thing to happen in the last 18 
months was that Red China decided to become Green 
China.

Yes, China’s leaders have decided to go 
green — out of necessity because too many of their 
people can’t breathe, can’t swim, can’t fish, can’t farm 
and can’t drink thanks to pollution from its coal- and 
oil-based manufacturing growth engine. And, 
therefore, unless China powers its development with 
cleaner energy systems, and more knowledge-
intensive businesses without smokestacks, China will 
die of its own development. ……..

Emerging 
Markets 

Rise

Ba
la

nc
e 

of
 P

ow
er

Leading Value Sets

•Economic, political, military, and cultural  
power shifting to W2, but “play nice” w/ W1
•Attitude of “let’s learn from the development 
mistakes of the past”
•W2 governments are key drivers of 
sustainability,  both for economic advantages 
and to address social and environmental 
issues
•Technology development heavily focused 
on environmentally friendly technologies

Post-
Modern

GREEN LEAPFROG

Scenario Indicator

Why China’s 
electric-car 
industry is 
leaving Detroit, 
Japan, and 
Germany in the 
dust
China was no good 
at cars. Then EVs 
came along…5 of 
top 10 EV 
companies are 
Chinese.
Jordyn Dahl
MIT Technology 
Review, 
12/17/18

Outcome

No way!

We are 
here!Maybe!

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/opinion/editorialsandoped/oped/columnists/thomaslfriedman/index.html?inline=nyt-per
https://www.technologyreview.com/profile/jordyn-dahl/


“Good” Indicators
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Type Indicator Source
Quantitative with 
known accessible 
data source

40% of US 
population 
identifies as 
postmodern

World Values 
Survey data

Quantitative 
without known 
source

Increase in
cultural 
creatives/the 
creative class

? (extrapolate 
from work of 
Ray/Florida)

Qualitative with 
reliable evidence

Shift in values 
to new 
priorities such 
as 
sustainability 
and wellness

Scanning hits 
on these 
topics

Qualitative with 
murky evidence

Shifting
values 

General
scanning



Example: Monitoring System for US Forest Service 

Clearly define 
and bound the 
emerging issue

01
Identify 
indicators as 
search terms

02
Search for 
monitoring hits

03
Keep non-
indicator hits

04
Collect and tag 
the hits

05



1. Clearly Define & Bound the Issue

(Genetics) Increasing influence of genetics in the 
forest
+ Issue: Should we, or how might we, integrate 

augmented or artificial design/approaches, such 
as synthetic biology, with the natural forest?

+ Description: As gene editing knowledge and 
expertise grows, new species will be created and 
established species will be modified by synthetic 
biologic processes. In addition, engineered 
applications, such as artificial photosynthesis, 
may be integrated with the natural forest 
environment in the future. New regulations and 
resource management plans will need to be 
developed to balance competing priorities driving 
new technologies with preserving natural 
ecosystems.

The six emerging issues identified by the 
Horizon Scanning system were:

Genetics in the Forest: Should we, or how 
might we, integrate genetics and 
augmented or artificial 
design/approaches, such as synthetic 
biology, with the natural forest?
Climate Migrants: As climate change 
forces people to uproot and move, what 
will be the impact on rural economies and 
forests?
Forests and Human Health: Will forest 
therapy be seen as legitimate?
Climate-induced Social Tipping Points: 
What tipping points might flip climate 
social movements and attitudes?
Coming Age of Wood:  How might high-
tech advances in wood products bring 
about a new “age of wood”?
Vertical Forests: Are vertical forests a 
gimmick or signaling a way to integrate 
the forest more deeply into urban and 
daily life? “Vertical forests” are buildings 
with trees and other greenery integrated 
into their design.



2. Identify Indicators as Search Terms

Emerging Issue Indicators

Genetics Augmentation 
“Synthetic biology” 
“Artificial photosynthesis”
Regulation

GMOs

Migrants “Rural economies” 
Nomads 
“Land management”
“Climate refugees” 
“Settlement patterns” 
“Distressed communities”
“Natural disasters”  
“Extreme weather events”

Health “Forest therapy” 
“Forest bathing” 
“Insurance” 

“Alternative medicine

STP (Social tipping points) “Social movements”
“Political movements”
“Climate protests”
“Off-grid living”

Wood (Coming age of wood) “Wood skyscrapers” 
“Cross-laminated”
“Wood alternatives” 

Vertical (Vertical Forest) “Urban heat islands”
“Stefano Boeri” 

“CO2 reduction
“Mental health”
OPEX



H3: Idea creation H2: Elite Awareness H1: Mainstream Awareness

Initial “big” list of 
potential source

Specialty Media (Niche 
publication/blog)
Scientific Journal
Monographs
Specialized periodicals 
Art 
Fiction
Fringe Media
Underground 
Blogs
Speeches
Technical journals
Social movements
Social media fringe (Reddit)

Scientific media (publication or blog)
Industry/Trade Association
Govt/NGO
Trade journals
Research reports
Newsletters
“Dopesheets”
Popular tech journals
Newsletters
Intellectual magazines
Books
Surveys
Government reports

Mainstream media
News
Periodicals
News, radio, TV, Internet 

Textbooks 
Doctoral dissertations

Categories we 
used for tagging 
in Diigo

Specialty media 

Scientific journal 

Scientific media 

Industry/Assn pub

Govt/NGO pub

Mainstream media

And 4. Keep non-Indicator

3. Search for Monitoring Hits



Diigo Monitoring Library 



5. Collect and Tag the Hits

Time 
Horizon

Source Emerging Issue Tags (see 
#2 
indicator
search 
terms) 

Article 
specific

Date of 
publication

H1, H2, or 

H3

Specialty media 

Scientific journal 

Scientific media 

Industry/Assn pub

Govt/NGO pub

Mainstream media

Genetics 

Migrants

Health

STP (social 

tipping points)

Wood

Vertical

Add as 

comment, 

format:

16-MAR-2020

The Tagging Dictionary



Track Movement Over Time
Architectural Digest

Vertical forests 

Coming Age of Wood
(Wood skyscrapers)

Forest Public and Private Health
(Forest Bathing)



Communicating

+ Diigo scanning library
+ Blog posts 
+ Newsletter
+ Articles
+ GTR: Global Technical Report 
+ Presentations 
+ Input into other strategic foresight 

projects, e.g. future of outdoor 
recreations

38

http://houstonfutures.org/OurWork/FacultyProjects/USFS%20Newsletter_July%202017.pdf


In Sum

1. Making time to scan and monitor the future helps 
de-mystify it

2. The future moves at different paces, some change is 
faster, most is slower, and some things barely  
change at all

3. If you do horizon scanning, you will not be surprised 
by the future!

4. Actively preparing for the future can help make you a 
more valued strategic partner. 



Contact Info
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Principal, Hinesight &
Program Coordinator
University of Houston 
Foresight Program
ahines@uh.edu
832 367 5575
www.andyhinesight.com 

Dr. Andy Hines

With special thanks to Dave Bengston, US Forest Service, 
david.bengston@usda.gov
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